
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of program developer. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for program developer

Drive the Developer business strategy in the new Premier business model,
including SKU strategy, packaging and pricing
Work with our Delivery team to build a Developer practice in emerging areas
(APAC/MEA/LATAM) while growing our current business in developed
markets
Acquire digital media for use in document creation
Responsible for the overall data delivery of the RTS target state platform
Responsible for defining the target state deployment architecture in
partnership with TS (Technical Services) and leading data delivery towards
that target
Responsible for working with the RTS architecture team and the delivery
teams to ensure the data layer implementation matches agreed designs and
aligns with the RTS technical strategy
Design governance and oversight of the data layer component and api
architecture and models
Contribution to technical architecture standards, guidelines and reference
implementations
Responsible for ensuring the RTS access layer design selected can meet the
non-functional requirements of the system especially around performance,
reliability and recoverability
Managing best practices adoption in own component in association with the
architecture team
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Up to 2 years of working experience in total
You shall have knowledge in software programming languages, preferably
Java or JavaScript
We see you that show inter-personal skills and look forward to meet and work
with new people
This is a Traineeprogram - You may have at most 2 years of working
experience, no more then 2 years
Genuine technology interest, curiosity and eagerness to learn about new
technology and how to apply it in telecom and ICT
Creativity, willingness to experiment and prototype


